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Experimental data are presented showing the channel closing of four-photon ionization of Mg. It is
shown that, for circularly polarized light, the ionization versus intensity spectra exhibit sharp breaks
from the normal
intensity dependence at the critical intensity where the channel closing occurs.
Above the critical intensity, the population of Rydberg states which survives the laser pulse is observed.
The residual Rydberg population is found to be greatly reduced for linearly polarized light due to the
relatively large probability of ionization of the low-angular-momentum
Rydberg states. The data are in
good agreement with a model which includes averaging over the spatial profile of the laser.

I

PACS number{s): 32.80.Rm

In the interaction of atoms with intense laser fields, the

ac Stark shifts of the atomic energy levels due to the
effects in multiphoton ionization [1-4]. First, excited states can be shifted into multiphoton resonance with the ground state by the ac Stark
shift, a process that has been shown to enhance multiphoton ionization [3—6]. Second, for sufficiently large relative ac Stark shifts between the ground state and ionization limit, the number of photons necessary to ionize the
atoms can differ from the number necessary at low field
[1,2, 7, 8]. This effect was first seen in the abovethreshold-ionization
(ATI) spectra of Xe by 1.064-asm
light, where it was observed that for high intensities the
lowest-order ionization peak (11 photons) was suppressed
[1]. This suppression was shown to be due to the closing
of the 11-photon ionization channel [2]. A channel closing occurs at the critical intensity where the energy separation between the ground state and ionization limit is
equal to an integral number of photons. Above the critical intensity one additional photon is necessary to ionize
the atom. With the high peak intensity lasers now in use,
the ac Stark shift can be much greater than the photon
energy so that multiple channel closings can occur.
In the experiment presented here, a laser is tuned so
that the ground state plus four photons has an energy
slightly above the ionization limit of Mg. Figure 1 shows
the relevant energy levels for both linearly and circularly
polarized light. With the intensities used in this experiment no intermediate states are ac Stark shifted into resonance in the four-photon ionization process [9]. For the
moment we ignore the spatial variation of the intensity at
the laser focus. At low peak laser intensity the ionization
signal from a specific spatial location is proportional to
fields have two important
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between the ground state and ionization limit is increased
by the ac Stark shift, which arises primarily from the interaction of the 3s ground state with the 3s3p state. For
suSciently large intensity, four photons can no longer
ionize the atom. This situation is shown in Fig. 2, which
shows the relative energy levels of the ground state and
intensity reaches
Rydberg states. At time
to the laser—
the critical intensity Io and channel closing of the fourphoton ionization process occurs. Above Io four-photon
excitation of high-lying Rydberg states replaces fourphoton ionization.
For sufficiently short laser pulses, there is no change in
the four-photon absorption process as the system crosses
a channel closing. This situation can be easily understood by considering the excitation of high-lying Rydberg
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where cr4 is the four-photon ionization cross section,
„
is the peak intensity at the specific spatial location, and
the temporal dependence of the intensity is given by
ased on the assumption
exp( t ld). Equation (1) is b—
that the ionization process is far below saturation and is
therefore proportional to the fourth power of the intensity. As the peak intensity increases, the relative energy

FIG. 1. Relevant energy levels
sorption of 650-nm light by Mg.
states are shifted into multiphoton
the ground state in the four-photon
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sorption of a fifth photon above the channel closing intensity, during the creation of the Rydberg wave packet,
does produce additional ionization of atoms which would
have been left in bound states by the four-photon process.
Those electrons that do not absorb the fifth photon before
the Rydberg wave packet leaves the ionic core are
trapped in the wave packet and are immune to further
absorption.
The total ionization signal from the same spatial region
considered for Eq. (1) when the 6ve-photon process is included is given by

I
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In terms of the critical intensity Io,
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FIG. 2. Relative

energy levels of the ng Rydberg states and
the 3s ground state plus four photons are shown. The energy of
the 3s state plus four photons decreases relative to the ionization limit by 1.24 times the ponderomotive shift. (b) The intensity of a 3-ps duration laser pulse. At time —
to the energy of
the ground state plus four photons crosses the ionization limit
so that four-photon ionization can no longer occur. The critical
intensity Io separates the pulse into three regions where the
as
lowest-order-possible ionization processes scale as I4 and
shown.

I',

states by short pulses. For pulses shorter than the classical round-trip time of the Rydberg states, given by 2~n
(atomic units), Rydberg wave packets are excited
[10—13]. At the moment of excitation, these wave packets are concentrated near the nucleus and expand outward as time increases. Near the nucleus the wave function is insensitive to energy so that the initial wave packets are the same for either high Rydberg states or lowenergy continuum states. The only significant difference
between a Rydberg wave packet and a low-energy continuum wave packet is the eventual return to the nucleus of
the Rydberg wave packet, which is of no consequence to
the photoabsorption process if the laser pulse is over before the return. Ho~ever, the final state of the atom is
vastly different for four-photon absorption above the critical intensity since the electron remains bound to the
atom. This difference, as will be seen in the data, allows
the detection of the channel closing process.
The absorption of additional photons (ATI) is similarly
unaffected by the occurrence of a channel closing. Since
the initial wave packet after absorption of four photons is
insensitive to the energy of the wave packet, the probability of additional absorption is also expected to be insensitive to the wave-packet energy. For sufficiently high-n
Rydberg states, the return of the Rydberg wave packet
provides no additional opportunity for further absorption
since the laser pulse is over before the return. The ab-
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the ionization signal is
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where the first term represents four-photon ionization
and the second term represents five-photon ionization
which occurs above the critical intensity. Five-photon
ATI can occur below the critical intensity, but the absorption of the additional photon does not increase the
total ionization signal. As the peak intensity
„ increases, the time during which four-photon ionization
can occur decreases. The decreasing time results in a
reduction of the four-photon ionization signal with increasing peak intensity. This dependence is shown in the
inset in Fig. 3 where the first term in Eq. (4) is plotted
versus the peak ac Stark shift which is proportional to
The four-photon signal is seen to be proportional to
„below the critical intensity and drops off rapidly
above the critical intensity, producing a sharp cusp in the
four-photon ionization signal versus intensity spectra.
The sum of both terms in Eq. (4) is shown in the inset
in Fig. 4 using a value for the ratio of the four- and fivephoton ionization cross sections for circularly polarized
light, which was found empirically to be 2. 1X10
cm s. Although this figure still exhibits a cusp at the
critical intensity, above the critical intensity the ionization signal evolves into an
dependence as the fivephoton ionization process begins to dominate the spectra.
The experiment was performed by exciting Mg atoms
in an effusive atomic beam with a focused ps dye laser
beam. A Coherent 700 mode-locked tunable dye laser
Nd: YAG
mode-locked
an
Antares
pumped
by
(neodymium-doped
yttrium aluminum garnet) laser was
used to produce 3-ps pulses (full width at half maximum)
with a Gaussian temporal profile, near 650 nm. A regenerative Nd:YAG amplifier was used to pump a threestage dye amplifier which produced 0.2-mJ pulses. The
intensity of the laser could be varied continuously using a
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FIG. 3. Four-photon ionization signal is shown vs the ac
Stark shift produced by the peak of the laser pulse for laser tun' above the four-photon ionings of 400, 300, 200, and 100 cm
ization limit for circularly polarized light. Shown with the data
are calculated spectra that include averaging over the spatial
profile of the laser beam and the reduction of the four-photon
signal due to the absorption of an additional photon. The inset
shows a calculation that does not include spatial averaging or
the effect of additional absorption.
pair of polarizers. The first polarizer was rotated to attenuate the laser beam while the second ensured that the
final polarization remained unchanged.
The dye laser
beam could then be circularly polarized using a Fresnel
rhomb. The laser beam was focused to a beam waist of
approximately 20-pm diameter at its intersection with
the atomic beam. The atomic beam was apertured to a
2-mm diameter along the axis of the laser so that the
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shown vs the ac Stark shift produced by the peak of the laser pulse for laser tunings of 400,
300, 200 and 100 cm
above the four-photon ionization limit
for circularly polarized light. Also shown are calculated spectra
that include spatial averaging. The relative size of the four- and
five-photon ionization cross sections was chosen to best fit the
data. The inset shows the calculation without spatial averaging.

beam waist of the laser did not vary significantly over the
interaction region.
Either ion or electron production in the interaction region could be detected. In the case of ion detection, a
small positive voltage (10 V) was applied to the lower of
two capacitor plates located above and below the interaction region with a 3-cm spacing. The voltage was used to
drive the ions up to a microchannel plate detector. In the
case of electron detection, a detector with a small (2-mm
diameter) input aperture was used to discriminate between four- and five-photon ionization of the ground
state. The discrimination was accomplished by putting a
small voltage, —
2 V, on the lower capacitor plate to
drive the electrons towards the detector. All of the lowenergy four-photon electrons passed through the input
aperture and were detected, but only a negligible solid anfive-photon electrons passed
gle of the high-energy
through the input aperture because of spatial spreading
due to their large initial kinetic energy. The population
left in the Rydberg states was detected using field ionization plates with a 2-mm spacing. A ramped negative
voltage with a 1-ps rise time was applied to the plates 100
ns after the laser pulse, producing a time-resolved field
ionization electron signal from individual Rydberg states.
The peak electric field across the plates, 8.4 kV/cm, was
sufBcient to field ionize the n = 14 Rydberg state.
The relative intensity of the laser was measured using a
photodiode which detected the laser intensity after the sp
beam had passed through the interaction, region. The absolute intensity of the laser was measured by tuning the
laser 400 cm
above the four-photon ionization limit
and observing the production of Rydberg states. The
laser was then attenuated to the level at which the production of Rydberg states vanished. At this level the
peak ac Stark shift was known to be 400 cm ' to within
the shot-to-shot intensity jitter of the laser which was approximately 10'///o. Since the ac Stark shift is easily calculated, this method provided a simple and accurate measurement of the peak laser intensity. For Mg the relative
shift is due to the interaction of the ground state plus one
photon with the 3s3p state which causes the ground-state
At 650 nm, the relative ac
energy to move downward.
Stark shift between the Mg ground state and the ionization limit is 1.24U, where U is the ponderomotive shift.
A shift of 400 cm ' is produced by a laser intensity of
9.2X10" W/cm .
Figure 3 shows the four-photon ionization signal
versus the peak intensity ac Stark shift for tunings of the
laser from 100 to 400 cm ' above the four-photon ionization limit for circularly polarized light. The data consist
of on1y electrons that absorb four photons below the critical intensity. The data exhibit sharp breaks at the critical
intensities where the ac Stark shift is equal to the detuning from the ionization limit. The fact that the data do
not exhibit an actual decrease in signal is due to the spatially varying intensity of the laser beam in the interaction region. The spatial averaging efFect can be thought
of as the addition of separate events at intensities ranging
from zero intensity up to the maximum intensity at the
center of the laser beam, scaled by the spatial volume of
the given intensity. In this experiment, the interaction
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region was apertured so that the variation of the intensity
along the laser beam could be neglected leaving only the
variation in the radial direction. Assuming a Gaussian
spatial profile of the laser beam, the relative volume of a
given increment of intensity is given by dI/I up to the
maximum intensity at the center of the laser beam. The
calculation shown with the data includes this spatial
averaging along with the reduction of the four-photon
signal due to ATI. The ATI shows up as a slight departure from the
dependence below the critical intensity.
The calculations give good agreement with the data for
all four tunings of the laser.
Figure 4 shows the full ionization signal versus the
peak intensity ac Stark shift for four tunings of the laser
using circularly polarized light. These data were obtained by collecting all ions produced either by four- or
five-photon absorption. Below the critical intensity, the
data exhibit a purely
dependence on the laser intensity.
After the initial break from the
dependence at the critical intensity, the data increase with an
dependence
due to five-photon ionization. For the smallest tuning
above the four-photon ionization limit (100 cm ), the
spectrum is completely dominated by the five-photon interaction. In the calculation shown with the data, the
value for the ratio of the four- and five-photon ionization
cross sections was chosen to best fit the data. This ratio
was found to be

I"

I

os/cree=2

1X10 .' cm

I

I

s,

which gives good agreement between the data and calculations for all four tunings of the laser.
The total ionization signal shows a marked difference
between the tunings of 400 cm ' and 100 cm ' above the
ionization limit. Presumably, this difference is accounted
for by the production of Rydberg states that survive the
laser pulse. To examine the possibility of residual Rydberg state population, field ionization was used to detect
any atoms remaining in the Rydberg states after the laser
pulse. The results are shown in Fig. 5 for circularly polarized light, where the x axis gives the time at which the
electrons reached the detector and the y axis gives the
laser tuning above the four-photon ionization limit for
peak shifts of approximately 400 cm '. The initial peak
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at early times is the four-photon

ionization signal. The
small amount of photoionization signal for zero tuning
above the limit represents a small leakage of the fivephoton ionization signal into the detector. The later signal is the field-ionization
signal showing the residual
Rydberg population. For the largest tuning above the
limit (500 cm '), no Rydberg population is seen since the
intensity was below the critical intensity. At 400 cm
tuning, a small amount of Rydberg population is observed due to the shot-to-shot fluctuations in the laser intensity. For the lower tunings progressively more Rydberg population is seen since the laser pulse is above the
critical intensity for a greater time. The population is
also seen to extend to lower Rydberg states (later times)
for smaller tunings above the limit since the 400-cm
shift moves farther down into the Rydberg range. The
population in the high Rydberg states is seen to decrease
with smaller tunings above the limit since the intensity is
small when these states are shifted through the four-

photon resonance.
Figure 6 shows a comparison of residual Rydberg population for circularly and linearly polarized light for tun' above the four-photon ionings of 0, 200, and 400 cm
ization limit with a maximum shift of 600 cm '. The
linear polarization data show a significant decrease in residual population for the low n states. The lowest n
states (later time) are nearly completely depleted showing
that the photoionization of these states is saturated.
Figure 7 shows a comparison of the four- and fivephoton ionization for linear and circular polarization.
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show that the four-photon ionization signal is larger for circular polarization (solid line)
than for linear polarization (dotted line). It might be expected that the four-photon absorption cross section
would be larger for linear polarization due to the large
three-photon interaction of the ground state with the
3s 3p state whereas the three-photon interaction with circular polarization can only be with the 3snf states. However, in the case of linear polarization there is an interference in the four-photon absorption between paths going
through the 3s3p and 3s4p intermediate states. As shown
in the energy diagram of Fig. 1, the energy of the ground
state plus three photons lies between the 3s3p and 3s4p
states. The contribution to the four-photon absorption

FIG. 5. Time-resolved field-ionization signal is shown for circularly polarized light for
six laser tunings above the ionization limit.
All six data sets were taken with peak ac Stark
shifts of approximately 400 cm '. The single
spikes in the data are the electrons produced
by four-photon ionization. The later signal is
due to residual population in the Rydberg
states after the laser pulse. The lower Rydberg
states can be easily resolved by the field ionization. The arrow in each data set corresponds
to the

n

= 19 state.
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of the tunings the residual Rydberg population is smaller for the
linearly polarized case indicating that these Rydberg states are
more easily ionized.

due to the two paths going through these two states adds
destructively because of the opposite signs of the detuning, which reduces the cross section for four-photon absorption via the p states. In the case of the absorption
path going through the 3sn states there is no destructive
interference due to alternate paths since all of the states
have detunings with the same sign.
Figure 7(c) and 7(d) show that the five-photon ionization signal is larger for linear polarization than for circular polarization. The difference between linear and circular polarization can be understood by considering the rel-
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ative cross sections for absorption of the fifth photon
with either linearly or circularly polarized light. After
absorption of four photons with linear polarization, the
atom can have an angular momentum of I =0, 2, or 4,
whereas with circular polarization the atom can have
only an angular momentum of I =4. Because of the centrifugal barrier for high angular momentum, the I =4
states have very little overlap with the ionic core and
have smaller probabilities for further absorption of photons [14—17]. In contrast, the low-angular-momentum
states have much greater overlap with the ionic core and
are much more likely to absorb additional photons [1,2].
Because of this propensity for absorption of a fifth photon with linearly polarized light, no effects due to channel
closings are observed in the ionization versus intensity
spectrum.
Figures 6 and 7 clearly show that the absorption of an
additional photon after the excitation of Rydberg states is
greatly reduced using circularly polarized light. This
effect leads to larger amounts of residual population left
in the Rydberg states when circularly polarized light is
used, as can be seen in Fig. 6. This effect has been observed by de Boer, Noordam, and Muller [14] in sixphoton ionization of Xe. They concluded that the fivephoton excitation of the nh Rydberg states did not contribute to the six-photon ionization process with circularly polarized light because of the small cross section for
absorption of an additional photon from these states.
They therefore suggested that the ofF-resonant, highenergy I =5 continuum states were the dominant intermediate states in the ionization process. The five-photon
excitation of the nh Rydberg states was believed to be a
population trap from which no further excitation occurred.
In the present experiment we believe that the resonant
excitation of the ng Rydberg states does contribute to the
five-photon ionization process in Mg. If one assumes that
the four-photon excitation process is a dead end, i.e., that
no further absorption occurs once the atom has resonantly absorbed four photons, then the four- and five-photon
absorption processes must be independent events. Since,
in this experiment, the total absorption process is not saturated, the four- and five-photon absorption processes
should be added to obtain the total absorption. Figure 4
shows that there is a significant amount of five-photon
absorption at 9. 2 X 10" W/cm2 (400-cm ' shift). However, at the tuning of 400 cm ' above the four-photon
ionization limit, an
intensity dependence fits the data
extremely well. If our above assumption of separate processes were true, that data should be the sum of an
and
an
intensity dependent terms. Furthermore, the fourphoton ionization signal of Fig. 3 does not follow an
intensity dependence but, rather, is fit well by an
term
minus an
term representing the signal due to the absorption of a fifth photon which is removed from the
purely four-photon signal. This evidence leads us to believe that the five-photon absorption is a 4 plus l photon
process, with the four-photon absorption being resonant.
There are two significant differences between this experiment and the Xe experiment.
First, the angular
momentum in this experiment, l =4, is smaller than in

I
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FIG. 7. The total ionization signal vs peak ac Stark shift is
shown for both circular (solid lines) and linear (dotted lines) for
tunings of 400 cm ' [(a) and (b)] and 0 cm ' [(c) and (d)] above
the four-photon ionization limit. In (a) and (b) only four photons are necessary to ionize the atoms. In (c) and (d) five photons are necessary to ionize the atoms. In the case of fivephoton ionization the signal for linear polarization is much
larger than the signal for circular polarization.
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the Xe experiment where 1 =5, so that the overlap with
the ionic core is larger for the Rydberg states in this experiment. Second, the 3-ps pulse length in this experiment is considerably longer than the 100-fs pulse length
in the Xe experiment.
The longer pulse time has the
eSect of enhancing the resonant contribution since the
atoms can be first excited then later absorb the additional
photon [18]. In the oiF-resonant intermediate case, the
of all photons must be simultaneous.
absorption
Lengthening the laser pulse will enhance the resonant
contribution relative to the nonresonant contribution.
The data show the efFect of channel closing of the
four-photon ionization of Mg by circularly polarized
light. Even with the spatial averaging inherent in any focused laser experiment, the break from the
dependence
is clearly seen. The onset of five-photon ionization is also
seen in the total ionization signai and a ratio of the four-
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and five-photon ionization cross sections for circularly
polarized light is obtained which is independent of the
laser tuning over the range of tunings in the experiment.
The five-photon absorption was found to be due to the
absorption of an additional photon after the resonant absorption of four photons in both the linear and the circular polarization cases. The channel closing results in
population of Rydberg states. Linear polarization shows
a much smaller amount of residual population in the
Rydberg states due to the relatively large probability of
the absorption of an additional photon. The ionization
versus intensity spectra shows no effect due to channel
closings.
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